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Company Description

DISCO provides a cloud-native, artificial intelligence (AI) powered legal solution that
simplifies edisclosure, legal document review and case management for enterprises,
law firms, legal services providers, and governments. Our scalable, integrated solution
enables legal teams to easily collect, process and review data that is relevant or
potentially relevant to legal matters.

DISCO is a ten year old company that was founded by lawyers for lawyers, with a
vision to strengthen the rule of law through new technology and help legal
professionals deliver the highest quality of services through innovative and efficient
solutions. Thus, by leveraging DISCO technology, lawyers are able to reduce time
spent on cumbersome manual tasks and focus more on the practice of law. Our
edisclosure platform was born out of a frustration with conventional legal tools that
were slow and difficult to use. Instead of forcing lawyers to adapt to technology, DISCO
invented technology that works the way lawyers work. DISCO’s cloud-native
edisclosure platform was the result, and today, DISCO is one of only a few publicly
traded enterprise legal technology companies in the world.

Not only does DISCO’s edisclosure solution optimise legal processes, but its advanced
artificial intelligence capabilities give precise predictions in a fraction of the time
required for traditional review. Our AI understands precisely which case data is
relevant to your review — examining the document, words, and sentence structure to
deliver intelligent, and accurate insight as to whether or not the document is of
substance.
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In addition to its market-leading technology solutions, DISCO also offers expert end-
to-end professional services to provide consistent, high-quality results. Services
include forensic preservation and collection, data services, project management, and
managed review.

With the rapidly increasing volume, variety, and velocity of digital data being generated,
legal professionals are increasingly turning to DISCO as their trusted innovation
partner. Law firms and legal teams recognise that DISCO is not only improving the
practice of law today, but is also developing solutions that continually utilise technology
as legal risks, obligations, and obstacles evolve.

Vendor Offerings

DISCO edisclosure platform (DISCO Ediscovery):

An all-in-one cloud-native solution, DISCO Ediscovery delivers high-speed data
transfers, processing, review, search, and production capabilities with a turnkey
infrastructure delivery model that requires no upfront investment in software or
services. DISCO’s Dublin-based data centre complies with GDPR privacy
requirements and provides enterprise-grade information security.

DISCO Review: Using cutting-edge AI technology paired with AI-optimised workflows
and deep legal expertise, DISCO’s managed reviews are regularly 60% faster than the
industry average, with an average review speed of 88 documents per hour. The speed
and accuracy that the DISCO platform delivers, coupled with an unrivalled team of
industry veterans and DISCO power users, makes managing review deadlines easier.
Our simple flat-rate pricing models eliminate surprises and allow for predictability and
better budget planning. Moreover, with DISCO you don’t pay additional costs for things
like user licences, ingestion, processing or production. Whether you choose our
case-based transactional pricing or one of our yearly subscription models, you get
unlimited access to all the capabilities in the product.

DISCO Professional Services: From project management to data services, DISCO’s
dedicated staff of legal technologists and edisclosure professionals are available to
help consult with clients in regard to search, investigative needs, and utilising AI to
deliver value and extraordinary outcomes. Moreover, when it comes to price — build
the service package that best fits your needs.

DISCO Forensic Services: To help legal departments easily perform a comprehensive
collection, DISCO provides a full suite of end-to-end forensic services, which include
forensic preservation, collection, analysis, and consultation, performed by experienced
Certified Forensic Examiners using defensible processes and methods.

DISCO Hold and DISCO Request: DISCO acquired legal workflow products Hold360
and Request360, as well as related regulatory and alert solutions, from Congruity 360
in February 2022. Hold360 and Request360 are next-generation, streamlined
technology solutions that eliminate the challenges from legacy solutions, which relied
on human processes, teams of lawyers and legal professionals, and limited
technological solutions to ensure compliance with legal preservation obligations.

DISCO Hold Collect For Slack: In October 2022, DISCO launched its new feature giving
teams the ability to reduce costs, maintain defensible data governance, deliver faster times



to evidence, and ultimately provide better legal outcomes through a simplified and
accelerated data collection process. Collect For Slack is a cloud-based offering that unifies
workflows and processes within collaboration tools like Slack into a single platform.

DISCO Desk
DISCO Desk is an innovative customer-focused solution that provides a simple,
streamlined support experience led by a specialized team of on-demand edisclosure
technologists who have been trained to help with all client matters, whether
straightforward or complex. DISCO Desk ensures that users are matched to a person
with the specific expertise they need, and with a single point of entry. Clients get
connected immediately to the right resources without having to navigate a confusing
help site, deciding which support line to call, or have frustrating “conversations” with
chatbots.

DISCO University
DISCO University provides role-based, modern learning solutions to help legal
professionals increase their DISCO platform proficiency and accelerate time to value.
With content available for users of all experience levels, DISCO University is built
around real-world situations, best practices, and proven review strategies so that
teams can quickly learn and immediately apply new skills to their job responsibilities.

With live classes, short videos, interactive modules, and role-based learning paths,
DISCO University reinforces existing skills while also helping lawyers and legal
professionals master cutting-edge workflows and concepts with practical content.
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